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GAS MIXERS 
CG SERIES

Gas mixers are designed for preparation of fuel (gas) mixture and air for proper 
combustion process in a gas engine or another equivalent gas-consuming device. 

Mixers’ field of application − gas engines, gas generator stations, gas burners and 
installations of the same application. 
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CG Х - Х Х Х

Code structure

1. SG - series
2. Type-size (determined by the flow capacity range): 
 1 - (100...600) nm3/h;
 2 - (300...1300) nm3/h;
 3 - (850...3200) nm3/h;
 4 - (2500...5000) nm3/h.
3. Type of fuel control:
 М – engine control; 
 Р − manual control.
4. Climatic version: -30...+40 ОС version;
    -40...+40 ОС version; 
    - 60...+40 ОС version.
5. Manufacturer’s declaration.

The main parameters of the fuel combustion process are a high degree of efficiency 
and low emissions. There is a mixing of gas and air in the mixer on the basis of the 
Venturi nozzle (Fig. 25-1, 25-2). Based on the suction pressure of the engine, the air 
flows into the Venturi nozzle through the air path (inlet opening A). At the narrowest 
area an underpressure is created, which causes the gas to be sucked in through the 
gas path (inlet opening B). Both the gas and the air are mixed and a ready mixture 
is released through the outlet opening C. Due to different design sizes and various 
diffusers in the nozzle, it is possible to regulate the flow volume of the mixture.

Assembling of the mixer is possible onto horizontal or vertical pipelines. 
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Components for gas engines

Fig. 25-2. Gas mixers with manual control type of fuel  (type CG...-P)

Fig. 25-1. Gas mixers with type of fuel control via an engine
(type CG...-М)



Components for gas engines
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Fig. 25-4. Overal and connection dimensions for mixers of SG...-P type 

Fig. 25-3. Overal and connection dimensions for mixers of CG...-М type 

Overall and connection (mounting) dimensions of gas mixers
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Components for gas engines
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Flow capacity range, nm3/h 100 ... 600 300 ... 1300 850 ... 3200 2500 ... 5000

Weight, kg, max 3,8 5,2 6,5 8,0 8,4 9,9 21,9 22,3

Overall dimensions, mm, max
   L - length 135 160 240 350
   B - width 180 155 225 205 240 310
   H - height 206 235 275 340
   H1 106 157 206 270
   D 100 140 203 250
Operating environment 
temperature -40 ... +80 ОС

Number of the figure 25-3 25-4 25-3 25-4 25-3 25-4 25-3 25-4

Fuel control principle lies in changing the area of fuel openings, which are designed in 
the mixer housing: 

- for CG...-М type - by turning a shaft using an electric drive;
- for CG...-Р type - turning by a special adjusting knob.
The torque transmission from the shaft of the drive or the adjusting knob is carried out 

through the drive toothed belt.
The process of areas changing can be controlled through the transparent inspection 

windows, located on the mixer housing.

For gas supply it is necessary to use zero-pressure regulator in the gas train (block).
The following types of power drives can be applied as actuators: CM24-SR-L and 

LM24A-SR with power source 24 V DC. The actuator is operated by the standard signal: 
0...10 V DC.

Code structure example for gas mixer with flow capacity range (850...3200) nm3/h 
(type-size 3), fuel adjustment/control − manual, climatic version -40...+40 ОС:

Mixer CG 3-Р, -40...+40 ОС version.

Code structure example for gas mixer with flow capacity range (300...1300) nm3/h 
(type-size 2), fuel adjustment/control – via engine, climatic version -30...+40 ОС:

Mixer CG 2-М, -30...+40 ОС version.


